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Cardiac Strain Imaging Using
Multi-Perspective Ultrafast
Ultrasound
Peilu Liu*, Jan-Willem Muller, Hans-Martin Schwab and Richard Lopata

Photoacoustics and Ultrasound Laboratory Eindhoven (PULS/e), Department of Biomedical Engineering, Eindhoven University of
Technology, Eindhoven, Netherlands

The heart is a complex organ with a high level of deformation occurring in different
directions. Ultrasound imaging has proven to be a valuable tool to quantify these
deformations. However, strain is not always measured accurately in vital parts of the
heart when only using a single probe, even at a high frame rate, because of the anisotropic
spatial resolution and contrast. Therefore, a multi-perspective ultrafast ultrasound (US)
strain imaging method was developed, aiming at investigating improvements in strain while
operating two probes at different relative angles. In an ex-vivo experiment of a beating
porcine heart, parasternal short axis views of the left ventricle (LV) were acquired by two
phased array probes with different relative angles (30°–75°) at a frame rate of 170 frames
per second (FPS). A fully automatic registration algorithm was developed to register the
image datasets for all cases. Next, radio frequency (RF) based strain imaging was
performed. Axial displacements were compounded based on the unit axial vectors of
the dual probes to improve motion tracking and strain estimation. After performing multi-
perspective strain imaging, compounded radial and circumferential strain both improve
compared to single probe strain imaging. While increasing the inter-probe angle from 30°

to 75°, the mean tracking error (ME), mean drift error (MDE) and strain variability (SV)
decreased, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNRe) increased for both strain components. For the
largest angle (75°), large reductions in ME (−42%), MDE (−50%) and SV (−48%) were
observed. The SNRe increased by 253 and 39% for radial and circumferential strain,
respectively, and strain curves revealed less noise for each region. In summary, a multi-
perspective ultrafast US strain imaging method was introduced to improve cardiac strain
estimation in an ex-vivo beating porcine heart setup.

Keywords: ultrasound imaging, multi-perspective ultrasound, ultrafast imaging, cardiac strain imaging, image
registration, strain fusion

INTRODUCTION

Speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) has emerged as a quantitative and comprehensive method
to accurately estimate LV myocardial function and contractility [1, 2]. STE allows the measurement
of myocardial deformation by tracking speckles on B-mode or RF data, in 2-D and 3-D, in the long-
axis, short-axis, and apical views of the hearts [3]. Numerous studies have shown that STE can
provide valuable information for early detection of local LV dysfunction and thus significant insights
into the pathophysiology of ischemic heart disease [4–6]. STE algorithms generally use a block-
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matching approach to track the speckles in a sequence of B-mode
or RF image data [7]. STE is superior to Tissue Doppler imaging,
particularly regarding noise and angle dependency [8]. Moreover,
STE provides information on strain in more than one direction.
By tracking each speckle in the region of interest during one
cardiac cycle frame to frame, strain in different directions can be
estimated. However, the accuracy of speckle tracking is
dependent on image quality and frame rate, and performs
considerably worse in the non-axial directions.

Currently, the optimal frame rate of speckle tracking is between
50 and 80 FPS for clinical applicability to measure myocardial
strain [9]. However, to obtain such a frame rate using conventional
USmachines, image resolution and scan-line density are inevitably
reduced. High image quality is beneficial to measure strain
accurately, but at the cost of low temporal resolution, resulting
in under-sampling, decorrelation, and anisotropic speckle patterns
in the images. In some cases, such as the evaluation of coronary
artery disease and stress echoes (where the heart rate increases), a
higher frame rate over 80 FPS is required [10]. For this reason,
using conventional US imaging machines to acquire the entire LV
myocardium and quantify the LV myocardial deformation locally
at such a high frame rate is not feasible.

Recently, ultrafast US imaging is playing an important role in
new advances in echocardiography since its high frame rates enable
capturing rapid cardiac motion, leading to an abundance in novel
diagnostic or prognostic information [11–13]. Both focused and
unfocused US transmission technologies have been developed.
Multi-line acquisition (MLA) reduces the number of scan lines
and transmits beams with a wide opening angle together with
parallel receive beamforming. As a result the frame rate can be
increased [14]. Multi-line transmit (MLT) is an alternative that
applies receive beamforming in parallel and transmits multiple
focused beams into different directions simultaneously. The frame
rate can be improved accordingly [15]. Moreover, MLT can easily
be combined with MLA techniques to gain an 8-fold increase in
frame rate. However, the main disadvantage of these technologies
is the degradation of lateral resolution and artifacts [16]. Plane
wave or diverging wave imaging methods have also been proposed
to achieve a high frame rate using the full aperture of the transducer
[17]. Unfocused acquisition schemes allow more lines to be
reconstructed in parallel while keeping good energy penetration.
However, the spatial resolution decreases vastly due to the width of
the broad beam increasing with depth. As a solution, coherent
spatial compounding of steered spherical waves was introduced to
improve spatial resolution and SNR [18]. However, coherent
spatial compounding is only beneficial in a limited, overlapping
region-of-interest in deeper lying structures. In cardiac imaging,
limited by the anatomy of the ribs, using a phased array probe only
allows for steering with small angles due to its intrinsic small
footprint.

Therefore, using a single probe to perform STE and measure
cardiac strain is limited, even at a high frame rate, due to the
limited resolution in certain areas of the heart. Because of the
complexity and dynamicity of the heart, inhomogeneous and
high-level strain occur in all directions. When the strain direction
is parallel to the direction of the US beam (axial direction), it can
be measured accurately, benefiting from the good contrast and

resolution in this direction. However, suffering from the low
image contrast and poor resolution in the lateral direction, it is
difficult to measure lateral strain precisely.

Multi-view and multi-probe imaging have been introduced for
cardiac applications, showing promising results in improving
lateral resolution and contrast [19–24]. However, its major
shortcoming is the use of separate US image acquisitions,
obtained manually at different time points, which can result in
misalignment of the images due to changes in hemodynamic
variables such as heart rate or ventricular pressure. Moreover,
compounding the strain data acquired from different time points
using multi-view imaging is non-trivial and will unavoidably lead
to inaccuracies, given the rapid motion and contraction of the
heart, as well as possible variability in heart rate from cycle
to cycle.

Hence, a different approach based on multi-perspective US
imaging that can perform ultrafast interleaved imaging and
compound strain data has the potential to greatly improve
performance. The major advantage is, that the US data
acquired by the two probes are highly correlated, which makes
image registration and strain compounding feasible. In addition,
no separate recording and temporal registration are needed.
Improvements of this method in image quality and vascular
strain imaging have been demonstrated in a mock circulation
setup using a porcine aorta [25–27]. However, for cardiac
imaging, considering the limited imaging windows,
asymmetrical and inhomogeneous deformation pattern, and
high strain levels in different regions of LV, a different
imaging setup and strain compounding method are required.
Furthermore, this approach for cardiac imaging needs to be based
on phased array probes and requires testing and validation under
realistic conditions, before translation into the clinic.

This study introduces a multi-perspective ultrafast cardiac
strain imaging method to improve 2-D cardiac strain
measurements. The advantages and performance of multi-
perspective STE will be demonstrated experimentally using a
sophisticated beating porcine heart setup [28], and evaluated for

FIGURE 1 | Experimental setup of the beating porcine heart.
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different relative probe positioning, i.e., increasing relative angle
between the two probes. Moreover, a novel compounding method
for interleaved multi-perspective US based strain imaging is
introduced (unit axial vector based strain imaging) and
compared to a strain fusion approach.

METHODS

Experimental Setup and Data Acquisition
In the ex-vivo experimental setup, a porcine heart was paced at a rate
between 90 and 120 beats per min (bmp) to assure a steady heart
rhythm through the whole experiment (see Figure 1). The heart was
entirely submerged in a saline solution at 38°C in order to perform
US imaging. More details about the setup of the beating porcine
heart can be found in [28, 29], where a similar design was used.

US Data were acquired using a 256-channel Vantage open
research system (Verasonics, Redmond, United States) equipped
with two phased array probes (type: P4-2v, center frequency:
2.95 MHz, bandwidth: 1.64–4.26 MHz).

The two probes were attached to a mini-arch that ensures that
they were exactly aligned in the same imaging plane, as can be
seen in Figure 1. The arch allows to adjust the relative angle
between the probes, as well as the probe positions in the radial
direction to adjust the distances with respect to the heart. Probe 1
(P1) was positioned to acquire the parasternal short axis view,
while the second probe (P2) was rotated every 15° from 30° to 75°

with respect to the first probe on the mini-arch. All US data were
acquired at a frame rate of 170 FPS, which was more than 3 times
higher than conventional cardiac US imaging (<50 FPS). The two
probes acquired US data in an interleaved scanning scheme,
where they took turns to transmit and receive diverging waves

under 11 steering angles between -12° and 12°, i.e., the angle of the
virtual sources with respect to the center of the aperture. US data
were compounded in receive mode to improve image quality at
the cost of a lower frame rate.

The frame rate Fr of the multi-perspective ultrafast imaging
system is calculated as follows:

Fr � 1

(2Na − 1)tBA + tBF
(1)

where Na � 11 is the number of steering angles, tBA � 260 us is
the waiting time between different steering angles, tBF � 400 us is
the waiting time to the next acquisition, needed for transfer of the
acquired data to the host computer.

During the acquisition, all the channel data (raw US data) of
each probe were sampled at four times the effective center
frequency. All 320 frames of the acquired raw US data were
reconstructed and stored as in-phase quadrature (IQ) data before
envelope detection in MATLAB R2019a (The MathWorks,
Natick, MA, United States) for further offline processing.

Image Registration and Fusion
Temporal registration was not required since the US images from
the two separate probes were obtained in an interleaved scanning
sequence. A fully automatic spatial registration method was
developed to align the images (after envelope detection) of all
different relative angles (30°–75°) acquired by the multi-
perspective ultrafast imaging system.

Four frames in the cardiac cycle of the 75° dataset (ED: end of
diastole, MS: mid of systole, ES: end of systole, MD: mid of
diastole) were selected to demonstrate the algorithm (see
Figure 2). First, the ED was used to perform a coarse pre-
rotation, where the image obtained with probe 2 (P2) was

FIGURE 2 | Overview of the fully automatic image registration.
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rotated every 10° from 10° to 90° with respect to the image
acquired with probe 1 (P1). Next, these ten pre-rotated P2
images were registered to P1 by an image intensity based
optimization algorithm [30], yielding a global rotation angle.

The iterative process of the optimization algorithm started with
generating the initial transformation matrix based on the initial
condition of the two images. Next, the metric compared the
transformed moving image (P2) to the fixed image (P1) and
create a metric value. Finally, the optimizer checked the stop
condition based on the metric value and adjusted the
transformation matrix for the next iteration. The process
terminated when the metric approached a point of diminishing
returns or when the number of maximum iterations was reached.
The optimizer was based on a one-plus-one evolutionary algorithm
(growth factor: 1.05, epsilon: 1.5, initial radius: 0.0063, maximum
iterations: 100) and the metric used was the mutual information of
the two images [31, 32].

Next, outliers were removed by calculating the overlapping
percentage of the field-of-views (the sector/fan shapes) for the
registered ten image sets. When the overlapping percentage of the
two field-of-views was larger than 90%, it was considered to be an
outlier (Figure 2). The score of the best alignment for ED was
based on calculating the root mean square error (RMSE) of the
gray values, where the lowest RMSE determined the best
alignment of the ten registration results.

Three more frames (MS, ES and MD) in a whole cardiac cycle
were chosen to repeat the previous steps applied on ED. To
decrease the computation time, a fine pre-rotation was performed
instead of the coarse pre-rotation, using the best three pre-
rotation angles derived from the lowest RMSE values in ED.
Similarly, the best alignments for these three frames were
obtained (as Figure 2 shows).

Finally, all these four best alignments (ED, MS, ES, MD) were
registered on a whole cardiac cycle, where the lowest mean of
RMSE determined the best alignment of the whole cardiac cycle.

A fusion algorithm based on the discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) was adapted to fuse the US images obtained from the two
probes with different relative angles [33, 34]. The Haar wavelet is
commonly used in image processing due to its fast and
orthogonal properties [35–37]. It was selected to decompose
the images into 2 layers with 7 subbands (see Figure 3). The
fusion rules applied on DWT were defined as follows: for low
frequency subband LL2 which encompasses the structures of the
left ventricular wall, the maximum values of the two images were
taken. High frequency subbands (LH, HL and HH) show small
structures, e.g., the noise and speckles, in the US images. Hence,
for these subbands, averaging was performed. Finally, after
fusion, all the subbands were reconstructed into one fused image.

Speckle Tracking
The speckle tracking algorithm encompasses a 2-D blockmatching
method that calculates the normalized cross-correlation as an
index of similarity between frames to determine displacements
in both axial and lateral directions of the US sector grid during a
full cardiac cycle [38]. First, US envelope data were used to obtain
coarse displacements in both directions. After median filtering,
these coarse displacements were used as input for the next iteration
step (intermediate) to refine the displacements, where a smaller
kernel size was applied on RF data instead. Next, in the third
iteration (fine), the fine displacements are estimated. The
parameters used for speckle tracking are shown in Table 1. RF
data were chosen to perform speckle tracking since the resolution
and precision are significantly better than B-mode speckle tracking
[39]. Speckle tracking was performed separately on the RF datasets
of the dual probes.

Themyocardiumwas segmented in the fused B-mode image at the
end-of-diastole frame (ED) by manually selecting the inner
(endocardium-myocardium) and outer (epicardium-myocardium)
walls. Considering the non-conventional nature of the data,
automatic segmentation algorithms were not considered. Based on
the result of automatic registration, the segmented mesh of the fused
image was converted to meshes for the images obtained by the single
probes. The segmented mesh consisted of 11 by 90 samples in the
radial and circumferential directions, respectively. The mesh was
tracked over the cardiac cycle using the displacements estimated by
the speckle tracking algorithm to estimate myocardial motion [38].

FIGURE 3 | An example of DWT decomposition using 2 layers: the low horizontal and vertical high subbands (LH2, LH1) (left two images); the low frequency
subband LL2 (right).

TABLE 1 | Parameters of speckle tracking.

Iteration 1 (coarse) 2 (intermediate) 3 (fine)

Axial kernel 251 175 101
Lateral kernel 11 1 1
Axial maximum displacement 40 25 10
Lateral maximum displacement 3 0 0
Axial skip factor 40 13 13
Axial filter (axial × lateral) 21 × 9 15 × 7 15 × 7
Lateral filter (axial × lateral) 21 × 9 — —

*Number means pixel, axial pixel size: 0.056 mm, lateral pixel size: 0.76°.
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Displacement Compounding and Strain
Estimation
To compound the displacements, benefitting fully from the multi-
perspective imaging data, two different methods were considered.
The first compoundingmethod used in this study to improve strain
estimation is unit axial vector compounding (VC). The fine axial
displacements were compounded based on the unit axial vectors of
the dual probes to improve themotion tracking of themyocardium
for all relative angle datasets. Lateral displacements were discarded,
given the relatively poor accuracy compared to axial displacements.
Hence, 2-D kernels were only used to correct for lateral motion to
improve axial displacement estimates. The axial displacements of
P2 were transformed and interpolated into the polar coordinates of
P1, allowing for axial displacement compounding.

As Figure 4 shows, the true direction of the red point in the
tracking mesh is decomposed into the axial and lateral directions.
Therefore, the estimated true displacement can be represented
using unit axial vectors and axial displacements of the dual
probes:

[mx my

nx ny
] · [Ux

Uy
] � [Uax1

Uax2
] (2)

where max
���→ � (mx, my) and nax

��→ � (nx, ny) are the unit axial
vectors of the two probes. Ux and Uy are the estimated true

displacements in Cartesian coordinates. Uax1 and Uax2 are the
axial displacements measured by the two probes.

Since Eq. 2 consists of a system of two linear equations with
two unknowns, a unique solution of the true displacement Ux

and Uy can be estimated. Horizontal and vertical strain were
calculated with respect to the initial configuration (Lagrangian
frame of reference) by taking the spatial derivative of the derived
displacement fields (Ux and Uy) in the horizontal (x) and
vertical (y) directions using a 2-D least-squares strain
estimator (2DLSQE) with a fixed size of 5 by 9 pixels [40].
The resulting horizontal and vertical strain were converted to
radial and circumferential strain using the following
equations [41]:

εrad � εxx cos
2 β + εyy sin

2 β + 2εxy sin β cos β
εcir � εxx sin

2 β + εyy cos
2 β − 2εxy sin β cos β

(3)

where β is the angle between the ultrasound beam and the radial
strain. εxx, εyy and εxy represent horizontal, vertical and shear
strain in Cartesian coordinates respectively. εrad and εcir are the
resulting radial and circumferential strain.

Strain Fusion
The second method to improve strain estimation is to fuse the
strain instead of compounding the displacements, so-called strain
fusion (SF). Derived radial and circumferential strain of the two

FIGURE 4 | Vector representation. An example (relative angle 75°) in the tracking mesh is shown (red point), where orange (ax1, ax2), black (lat1 and lat2) and red
(true) arrows represent axial, lateral and true directions, respectively.

FIGURE 5 | Strain fusion: an example on how to select the optimal radial strain from the two probes for in this case a relative angle of 75° (left two images). The
orange arrows indicate the US beam directions, the red arrows indicate the radial strain direction of the red point for the two probes respectively. θ1 and θ2 are the angles
between US beam and the radial strain direction of the red point respectively. Masks for radial and circumferential strain fusion (right two images), where cyan means
strain selected from P1 and yellow indicates strain chosen from P2. Red numbers show the segmented myocardial regions (11 by 90 samples) for regional strain
analysis.
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probes for all relative angle datasets were fused based on
automatically generated strain fusion masks. In the first step,
for each point in the segmentation mesh (11 by 90 samples in
total), the angle between strain and US beam direction was
calculated for both probes. Next, all the calculated angles in
the mesh of the two probes were compared, where the smaller
angles were selected to create the masks for strain fusion. Finally,
as Figure 5 shows, the masks for radial and circumferential strain
fusion were created, where cyan shows strain selected from probe
1 (P1) and yellow indicates strain chosen from probe 2 (P2).
Furthermore, the mesh was segmented into six regions for
regional strain analysis [42].

Analysis of Results
To quantify the accuracy of the registration results, the rotation
error was calculated with respect to the ground truth derived
from the mini-arch.

To compare the motion tracking performance between single-
perspective (SP) and multi-perspective using VC, the mean error
(ME) of the entire tracking mesh was estimated between the last
(ED) and first frame (ED) of a tracking cycle:

ME � 1
n
∑n

i�1

������������������(xi − x′
i)2 + (yi − y′

i)2√
(4)

where n is the number of pixels in the tracking mesh, (xi, yi) and
(x′i, y′i) are the positions of a pixel in the tracking mesh at the
first and last frame, respectively.

The elastographic signal-to-noise ratio (SNRe) at the end-systolic
radial and circumferential strain were calculated to analyze the strain
estimation for SP, and multi-perspective VC and SF:

SNRerad � μrad
σrad

SNRecir � −μcir
σcir

(5)

where μrad and σrad are the mean and standard deviation of the
end-systolic radial strain, and μcir and σcir are the mean and
standard deviation of the end-systolic circumferential strain.

The mean drift error (MDE) and strain variability (SV) of
radial and circumferential strain were calculated for the last
frame, since MDE and SV should theoretically be zero at the
end of a tracking cycle:

MDE � ∑n

i�1|ei|
n

SV �
������������∑n

i�1(ei − μe)2
n

√ (6)

where ei is the strain value of a pixel in the tracking mesh at the
last frame and μe is the mean of strain values for all the pixels at
the last frame.

RESULTS

Registration
The fully automatic registration method was tested for all different
angle datasets (30°–75°) for three cardiac cycles, as Figure 6 shows.
In all cases, the best alignment was found when the pre-rotation
angle applied was < ± 15° with respect to the true angle. Overall,

FIGURE 6 | Registration results: registered image data for angles ranging from 30° to 75° (top row); true angle versus detected angles, black circles indicate three
different cardiac cycles (bottom left); true angle versus pre-rotation angles (circle: one cardiac cycle, square: two cardiac cycles, diamond: three cardiac cycles) (bottom
right).
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final registration result revealed a mean rotation error of 1.4° with
respect to the ground truth (angle set on the arch).

Motion Tracking
Figure 7 shows the performance of motion tracking at the end of a
cardiac cycle. More quantitative results of the mean error for motion
tracking are demonstrated in Table 2. The myocardium contours of
SP show that the myocardium coordinates are more uniformly
distributed in the upper wall regions (R4, R5). This coincides with
motion tracking performing better in the axial direction where the
ultrasound beams propagate.While increasing the imaging depth, the
lateral resolution decreases accordingly, leading to a reduced tracking
accuracy (R2) with an error drift of 1.9mm. In the side wall regions
(R6, R3), where the wall motion is mainly occurring in the lateral
direction, the error drift increases by 0.3 and 0.9mm, respectively.

After unit axial vector based compounding, with the largest
angle 75° (as Figure 7 top right shows), the tracking mesh (at the

last frame) shows the most similar shape as the segmentation
mesh shows (see Figure 7 top left). The mean error reduces from
1.4 to 0.82 mm in total, with the largest reduction found at side
wall region (R3, reduction of 1.37 mm) and lower wall (R2,
reduction of 1.36 mm). This can be appreciated by the
reduction of lateral drift compared to single probe imaging.

Strain Estimation
End-systolic strain are shown for single perspective, unit axial
vector based compounding and strain fusion in Figure 7. MDE,
SV and SNRe were calculated for both radial and circumferential
strain using these three methods, as can be seen in Table 2.

For radial strain, an average radial strain of 0.08 ± 0.05 was
measured in single perspective strain imaging. The largest
positive strain values are found at the regions of the
myocardium where radial strain is estimated from mostly the
axial displacements (R4, R5), and the SNRe reaches up to 7.6. In

FIGURE 7 |Motion tracking and end-systolic strain for all multi-perspective datasets (relative angles 30°–75°). Top row: the initial segmentation mesh (first frame),
and final tracked meshes at end-diastole are shown (SP and 30°–75°). Both radial and circumferential end-systolic strain images are shown for single-perspective
imaging (SP), and multi-perspective strain imaging using unit axial vectors based compounding (VC) and strain fusion (SF), respectively.
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the lateral regions of the myocardium (R3, in the middle of R1
and R6), where the deformations are perpendicular to the
direction of US wave, negative strain occur with a low SNRe
of −9.3, caused by the inaccurate lateral displacement estimates
used. After VC (largest angle 75°), the overall radial strain reaches
up to 0.20 ± 0.07 and the SNRe increases from 3.0 to 10.6. The
largest strain values (0.35) are found in R5 and R6 with the
highest SNRe of 18.9 in all regions. The largest improvement of
SNRe (increases from −9.3 to 7.7) is found at R3. A similar trend
is shown in the SNRe after SF (largest angle 75°), despite only a
small improvement (over SP) with respect to VC, in terms of the
maximum strain value and SNRe. Compared to single perspective
strain imaging, the overall radial strain measured is 0.17 ± 0.05
and the SNRe increases from 3.0 to 6.7 after SF. The largest
improvement of SNRe (increases from −9.3 to 5.2) is also found at
R3, where single perspective strain imaging performed worst,
caused by the inaccurate lateral displacements.

For circumferential strain, an average circumferential strain of
−0.09 ± 0.03 was estimated in single perspective strain imaging.
The largest negative strain values are found at R5 and R6, and
strain precision is higher where the strain direction are equal to
the US beam propagation (R6, R3), with the largest SNRe found
to equal 12.4 (R6). In the lateral region with a large depth (R2),
where the strain estimation mostly relied on the lateral
displacements with the lowest resolution, a positive strain

value of 0.06 and the lowest SNRe of −3.3 are found. After
VC (largest angle 75°), the overall circumferential strain
reaches up to −0.12 ± 0.03 and SNRe increases from 6.1 to
8.5. The largest strain value increases from 0.27 to 0.30 in R5 and
the highest SNRe of 21.0 is found in R6. In the lateral regions (R2,
R5), a large increase of SNRe (increase of 6.3) is shown in R5,
while only a small increase of SNRe (increase of 1.8) in R2. After
SF (largest angle 75°), improvements of SNRe are shown in R2, R5
(lateral regions for single perspective) and R6, despite a small
decrease of overall SNR (decrease of 0.4).

The mean drift error (MDE) and strain variability (SV) of
radial and circumferential strain were calculated for the last
frame, as can be depicted from Table 2 and Figure 8. Overall,
no significant differences were found between VC and SF for
MDE and SV. After VC (largest angle 75°), the mean drift error
decreases 0.07 and 0.05 for radial and circumferential strain,
respectively. The largest improvements for radial strain are found
in R3 and R6, where strain directions are perpendicular to the US
beam directions (for single perspective). Similarly, extensive
improvements for circumferential strain are found in R1 and
R2. Strain variability reduces by 0.08 for both strain components
on average. For radial strain, a large reduction of 0.06 is shown in
R3 as expected. A similar trend is shown for circumferential strain
with a decrease of 0.17 in R2.

DISCUSSION

This study explored the benefits and feasibility of using multi-
perspective ultrafast US to improve cardiac strain imaging. More
specifically, the improvements in myocardial strain were
investigated when positioning the dual probes at different relative
angles and using different strain compounding methods, in an ex-
vivo beating porcine heart setup. A fully automatic registration
algorithm was developed to accurately align the two image datasets
acquired from the dual probes for all different angle cases. A novel
axial displacement compounding method based on unit axial
vectors was proposed to improve the cardiac strain estimation
for both strain components, and was compared to a strain fusion
algorithm and conventional single probe strain imaging to
quantitatively compare the improvements of strain estimation.
Furthermore, a quantitative comparison of inter-probe angle for
multi-perspective ultrafast US imaging was demonstrated, in terms
of improvements in motion tracking and strain estimation.

The mini-arch was designed for experimental verification
purposes only, not for in vivo use. In future in vivo studies, it
would be difficult to rotate the second probe on themini-arch as we
did in this ex-vivo study, given the imaging windows are limited
and ribs are present. Ultimately, the technique could be used in vivo
by mounting two probes onto the subject’s thorax, allowing multi-
perspective imaging in a freehand fashion. With this in mind, an
automatic image registration algorithm was developed.

To cope with the large rotation, anisotropic resolution, and
regional contrast differences from the two different perspectives in
this application, a good initial condition needs to be provided
before the optimization algorithm operated. This was done by an
automatic pre-rotation step, where themoving image (P2) was pre-

TABLE 2 | Quantitative results of motion tracking and strain estimation for
myocardium (R1-R6).

Measure Method Total R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

ME (mm) SP 1.40 1.10 1.90 2.20 1.10 0.94 1.30
VC 0.82 0.63 0.54 0.83 1.10 1.10 0.68

RMDE SP 0.15 0.07 0.06 0.25 0.17 0.08 0.23
VC 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.12 0.15 0.09
SF 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.09

CMDE SP 0.09 0.14 0.18 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.05
VC 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.05
SF 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.05

RSV SP 0.19 0.07 0.10 0.16 0.20 0.10 0.11
VC 0.10 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.15 0.14 0.10
SF 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.09

CSV SP 0.12 0.09 0.21 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.06
VC 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.05
SF 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.06

SNRerad SP 3.0 4.6 0.7 −9.3 7.6 5.2 9.0
VC 10.6 11.0 2.9 7.7 4.2 18.9 18.9
SF 6.7 4.8 7.2 5.2 4.0 5.5 13.5

SNRecir SP 6.1 7.3 −3.3 2.1 7.0 10.5 12.4
VC 8.5 3.4 −1.5 1.7 9.4 16.8 21.0
SF 5.7 2.5 −0.9 1.5 4.9 12.5 13.8

*ME, mean error; RMDE, mean drift error of radial strain; CMDE, mean drift error of
circumferential strain; RSV, radial strain variability; CSV, circumferential strain variability,
SNRerad, radial elastographic signal-to-noise ratio; SNRecir, circumferential elastographic
signal-to-noise ratio; SP, single perspective; VC, unit axial vectors based compounding;
SF, strain fusion. The results of both VC and SF are shown for the largest angle of 75°.
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rotated in a step of 10° from 10° to 90° with respect to the fixed
image (P1). The registration algorithm performed well but results
do indicate that an initial estimate of the inter-probe rotation angle
(<±15° with respect to the true angle, see Figure 6) is required. To
decrease the computation time, this pre-rotation angle could be
estimated in clinical practice by a simple mechanical sensor
mounted to the probe.

Since no temporal registrationwas required in this study, the two
image sets of a whole cardiac cycle can be registered by applying the
registration result of any frame during a whole cardiac cycle. Four
frames were selected for registration to ensure the accuracy and
efficiency of the registration process. More importantly, the
algorithm we developed determined the best registration
automatically by calculating the RMSE of the two images in a
whole cardiac cycle without using the ground truth from the arch.
The results of the fully automatic registration algorithm revealed a
rotation error of 1.4° in all cases, indicating good agreement for
different datasets (different cardiac cycles and angles). The largest
rotation bias (4.0°) with respect to the ground truth was found when
the inter-probe angle was 45°, mainly caused by the inaccurate
selection among the best four alignments for a whole cardiac cycle.
This can be explained by the extensive artifacts, which were present
in the image acquired by P2 near the boundaries of the overlapping
regions (green image of 45° in Figure 6). These artifacts were
created by the supporting devices for the beating porcine heart and
the strong reflection from the bottom of the tank. In this case, the
lowest RMSE (7.35.106) of the two images failed to represent the
best alignment, since the registration result with more of these
artifacts appearing inside the overlapping regions will obtain a lower

score for RMSE. In the datasets of other angles, less artifacts were
present around the boundaries of the overlapping regions.
Therefore, the scores of RMSE for these cases were less sensitive
to the small shift of artifacts occurring in the best four alignments,
leading to more accurate registration results. It goes without saying
that the presence of these artifacts affects the accuracy of the
registration. In vivo, these artifacts will not appear, although
there near field clutter will be present caused by neighboring
structures such as the ribs. A possible solution to make the
selection of the best alignment more accurate would be only
calculating the RMSE for the region of interest, i.e., the LV.
However, this requires a dedicated automatic segmentation
algorithm to precisely segment out the LV, which will
unavoidably and extensively increase the computation time.

For motion tracking, one may notice that the maximum lateral
displacement for the second and third iterations of speckle
tracking were set to zero (see Table 1), which means only in
the first step, lateral displacement estimates contributed to
motion tracking and strain estimation. By doing so, numerous
accumulated lateral drift errors caused by the poor lateral
resolution and high number of frames from the last two
iteration steps were reduced, although the tracking became
insufficient and inaccurate in the lateral direction (as Figure 7
shows). After compounding the axial displacements of the two
probes (largest angle 75°), the performance of motion tracking
improved vastly compared to single probe imaging, the error drift
reduced 40% on average, with the largest reduction found at the
side wall regions (R3, R6). The tracking mesh showed a more
similar shape as the segmentation mesh showed.

FIGURE 8 | Time strain curves for all multi-perspective datasets (30°–75°). Both radial and circumferential strain curves are shown for single-perspective imaging
(SP), and multi-perspective, unit axial vectors based compounding (VC) and strain fusion (SF), respectively.
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A quantitative comparison between different relative angle
datasets using VC is shown in Figure 9. Overall, after VC, all
inter-probe angles show improvements in terms of motion
tracking, SNRe, MDE, SV, strain magnitudes and strain curves
over SP (also see Figures 7, 8 and Table 2). While increasing the
inter-probe angle from 30° to 75°, ME, MDE and SV decrease and
SNRe increases for both strain components, with the largest
difference found for angles ≥60°. For the largest angle (75°), ME
(-42%), MDE (-50%) and SV (-48%) reduce significantly, SNRe
increases by 253 and 39% for radial and circumferential strain,
respectively, and strain curves reveal less noise for each region. The
investigation of inter-probe angle shows that motion tracking and
strain estimation improve when the angle increases. For future in
vivomeasurements, one should aim for a large angle to benefit the
most, ideally 90°. Due to the presence of ribs and limited imaging
windows, this remains challenging and still needs to be validated.
However, in some cases, when only a small inter-probe anglemight
be feasible (30°–60°), motion tracking and strain estimation can still
be improved when using VC compounding (see Figures 7–9).

This study introduced a unit axial vector based displacement
compounding method to improve motion tracking and strain
estimation. The advantages of VC over SF have been
quantitatively illustrated in terms of SNRe, MDE, SV, strain
magnitudes and strain curves for both strain components. This
can be explained by the fact that VC only uses axial displacements
to derive strain while SF includes a certain contribution of lateral
displacements. It is generally known that due to a lack of phase
information and a lower resolution in the lateral direction, strain
derived from the lateral displacements are less accurate than derived
from the axial displacements [43, 44]. Especially, in the intersections
of strain fusionmasks (seeFigure 5, intersections of cyan and yellow),
the angles between strain direction and US beam direction for both
probes are larger than 45°, which means more than 50% lateral
displacements are used to derive strain in these regions. Although SF
shows improvement over SP in all aspects, the fact of using lateral
displacements to derive strain makes it less accurate than VC which
only uses axial displacements to derive strain [41, 45, 46].

The method of unit axial vectors based displacement
compounding we proposed is straightforward and solves the true
displacements with a unique solution using two axial displacement
datasets acquired by the dual probes. It certainly has merit for in
vivo, high quality strain imaging. Conventional single probe beam

steering, as shown in, e.g. carotid imaging, are not sufficient at these
depths with phased array transducers. Of course, the use of two
probes will make an in vivo examination more complex, although
probe mounting (possibly in a more dedicated arch with more
flexibility that ensures common image planes) or passive robotic
devices could assist in the exam. Ultimately, for in vivo application,
the methods introduced in this paper should be extended to 3-D,
which will make precise probe alignment less of a bottleneck.

In vivo interleaved multi-perspective US strain imaging,
however, will still require extensive US safety testing and ethical
approval, as well as a step to handheld or partially mounted dual
probe imaging in 3-D as explained earlier. Once this is achieved,
multi-perspective US strain imaging could play an indispensable
role in the diagnosis and management of virtually any disease that
affects the myocardium. Future studies will focus on performing
multi-perspective ultrafast US myocardial strain imaging in vivo.
The improved motion tracking and myocardial strain estimation
could provide a more sensitive means for detecting regional
myocardial dysfunction, and improve the reliability of strain
estimation for the heart in general, thereby boosting the use
and diagnostic value of cardiac strain imaging in general.
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